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Several years ago, I stopped submitting my poems to 
journals and magazines and began posting them to 
Facebook and Instagram. I paired them with photos of 
the desert landscape in which I was traveling and enjoyed 
how the two elements together reflected both a story 
and state of mind that were evolving and uncertain. I 
witnessed what I saw, expressed what I felt, and was able 
to embrace the mess of sharing unpolished work with a 
generous and forgiving audience. 
 
Only later did I see how all my choices were movements 
away from what was known, what was tried, and into a 
vast and mysterious territory that excited me. I learned 
to love it because it gave me permission to more fully 
express myself rather than following a socially prescribed 
path that could easily have become the only right way to 
write or live. What I found is that there is no right way. 
The way is to wander—not just physically but inwardly—
into the wilderness. Jack Gilbert, one of the great 
wandering poets, knew this wilderness intimately and 
likened it to a process of “unlearning” the constellations 
so that the individual stars become visible. 
 
I believe this wilderness exists in all of us. 
 
This book is for you stargazers.

I n t ro d u c t i o n
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D e s e rt  (K e n o s i s)

 Life, the flight of the alone to the alone.  — Plotinus

Before I went out, 
I’d heard said in me what was beyond saying.  

One day I became the wind:
all sand and memory. 

When I struggle to explain this 
I point at the yucca flower and scorpionweed. 

Or to the cheatgrass and the pale boy lying in it 
next to his sister with roots in her arms, her arms his.

A moth roundly gestures toward the truck 
they left in flames, a cottonwood coming up 
through its smashed-in window. 

And finding nothing to touch with its scrutiny, 
silence folds itself away like a ledger 
in coats of burnished sandstone. 

No one will find me on my wrists 
and knees beside the night bloomers, 
lulled to sleeping by their scent 
to be awakened by a sudden bang: their whites unfurling. 

When I was the wind 
my thirst became clouds, 
became rain and sheer rust, wanting 
nothing except the sky’s changing hands. 

Shelter has no words for this. Nobody does.
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azure ~ sunset, seed of all recall ~ ether from which all 

is formed ~ soul as mirror ~ soul as reflection in water 

~ Alice down the rabbit chute, frightened into wonder 

~ oxygen diverted from the seal’s heart the deeper it 

dives ~ little deaths daily with every gesture of molt 

and shed ~ the body’s sweet harp through which the 

blackest days are threaded ~ truth ~ the only melody 

that haunts ~ wind ~ moving nightly over opened 

palms ~ despair’s famous brink, so blind it brims with 

possibility ~ desire ~ discard ~ how dreams are born

Fa l l
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Vo c a b u l a ry  (S o l s t i c e)

 Henderson, Nevada

Dusk over a split field. 

The moon not yet risen 
over your bone-white table,
set for a feast with friends who aren’t here. 
 
Just the ghost of the city you left 
to find your breath in water, 
the fractured soil that suggests 
something swam here once. 
 
Your friends would understand this, 
night-climbing with headlamps 
or passing a six-pack around a fire — 

how between you 
and what everyone else calls home
a ribbon of asphalt is the line you keep.
 
Home, we say, 
what is it exactly, 
as the evening strips bare in the dying light. 
   
Love, we agree. 
It grows dark out here quickly.
What a flock of scattered birds we are. 

Scattered, but birds. It grows dark.
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Dat u r a

 Mesa Verde, Colorado

Any trained ear will hear them in the desert’s silence.

Voices over the mirage. Unlit fires. Wounds 

back-biting what bit them. Fires extinguished, fires 

loosed to gallop over distances human and not 

human. Figures at dusk bearing the urns of what 

didn’t give, putting down tracks among the shards 

of what did. Sirius barking its wild red flash, nights 

flooding blue off the silk warm days. Notions. Another 

ill-advised stop in a long line of passions. Something 

strange that blooms in the night’s marrow, bloodless 

even while it runs. You may think you will die here; 

you may fear to rove in sand until thirst abandons you. 

Give me greasewood and blossoms, the diamond 

tributary where everyone I’ve been floods in to wrest 

my future self free. Give me a loom of stars drawn 

over my head by a moon so callous that some nights 

it almost seems kind. If I should crawl, let me crawl. 

If I should fall, I’ll be the falling. Just let me live life 

at the flood, where everything terrible winks at me 

knowingly. Where the ruins are beautiful.
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E x i l e

 Moab, Utah

I have chosen and not chosen this place.
It loves me and is branded to me:

This sand in my eye. This wind
which speaks to me only when I’ve lost my way, 
these rains that come to batter 
without satisfying my thirst. 
 
Each day a visitation, the long nights 
of animal sleep spooling out to leave
their footprints at the door like departed guests.
 
I push onward without you. 

Some days the storms throw things at me.
Some days I am the storm. 

Some nights I am the moth 
who thrashes around the room 
painting pieces of herself onto the globe of the lamp. 
 
We know that even stones can be born aloft on the wind
to have the ground rise up to meet them in answer. 
 
Tell me there’s a place where the past can gather.   
   
Imagine me happy.




